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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new approach for interpolating
natural images. Unlike other conventional interpolation
methods, we exploit the characteristics of an image and
decompose it into a texture part and a non-texture
(cartoon) part. In the non-texture part, we interpolate it
with bicubic interpolation which performs well for smooth
areas. We deal the texture part with peak transform based
interpolation which resets the image pixels to capture the
characters of the texture through peak transform. The
experiment results demonstrate our new interpolation
method has higher PSNR and better subjective quality of
the interpolated image, especially in the texture part.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The process of image interpolation is to acquire a high
resolution image from its low-resolution one. So how to
describe the relationship between a high-resolution image
and a low-resolution image is important. Many
interpolation methods have been proposed. Linear
interpolation (e.g. bilinear and bicubic) approximates the
value of the interpolated point within the local known
ones linearly which is suitable for the low-frequency
images. The edge-directed based interpolation in [l] or [2]
is to estimate local correlations from a low-resolution
image and then use these correlations' estimates to adapt
the interpolation at a higher resolution one. It has good
quality for image edges. Adaptive interpolation in [3] or
[4] also exploits local spatial structures around the edges
and then adapts the interpolation coefficients to improve
performance. Transform domain interpolation in [9] or
[to] transforms images into another domain to efficiently
capture the features from the low-resolution images and
use these extracted information to get high-resolution
ones. Most of these previous interpolation algorithms
operate on the images with a single approach. To the
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authors' knowledge, there are few works considering the
d i f f e r e n c e s of i m a g e f e a t u r e s on i n t e r p o l a t i o n .
I n this paper we describe a new method t o image
interpolation. Our motivation comes from the image
decomposition [5]. Image decomposition is to decompose
an image into a non-texture part and a texture part. The
non-texture part corresponds to the low-frequency areas of
an image while the texture part contains the image's fine
grained details. We interpolate non-texture part with
bicubic since it has good performance for smooth areas.
For texture component, we propose a peak transform (PT)
based interpolation method which can well adapt to the
characteristics of texture signals. The experiment results
demonstrate that our method improves both the PSNR and
the visual image quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we will present our proposed interpolation
scheme. Experimental results will be reported in section 3
and section 4 will conclude the paper
2. PROPOSED INTERPOLATION SCHEME

The challenge of image interpolation is how to obtain a
high-resolution image from its low-resolution one with
high PSNR and good vision quality. Among previous
methods, there are some with good performance in smooth
areas, and some are suitable for edges and so on. But most
of them don't have these characteristics with simultaneity.
Therefore, it is highly desirable to find an approach which
is able to interpolate an image with good performance in
many aspects such as smooth areas and the textures. In
other word, it could provide good performance both in the
non-texture part and the texture part. Our problem in this
work becomes: can we fmd a method which can
interpolate the image's texture part and non-texture part
respectively? In this section we will introduce our novel
interpolation approach.
The key in our research is to interpolate the image's
texture part and non-texture part respectively. So we can
decompose an image into the texture part and the non
texture part. Now we need to choose the appropriate
interpolation for the two decomposed parts respectively.
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Fig.I. Interpolation based on decomposition

As we know, bicubic interpolation has higher PSNR and
better vision quality in image with low-frequency area
than others. So we interpolate the non-texture part with
bicubic interpolation. In regard of the texture part, we
propose a new method based on peak transform which can
capture the details of the texture. After combining these
two interpolated parts, an iterative algorithm is used to
improve the image quality. The whole process of the
interpolation is shown in Figure 1. Later we will discuss
the image decomposition and the interpolation based on
peak transform respectively.
2. 1. Image decomposition
Decomposing an image into a texture part and a non
texture (cartoon) part is paid great attentions in many
image applications. In general, the non-texture part is the
low-frequency objects extracting from an image and the
texture part contains the high-frequency details. Many
decomposition methods have been proposed. They are
different in formulating the texture part. Usually the
texture part is defined according to its application. In our
interpolation, we choose the decomposition proposed by
[5] which aims to fully extract self-similar structure from
an image. We will introduce it in details.
A two-dimensional image (M x N) is reordered into
an one-dimensional signal in the raster scanning order.
So the image decomposition problem becomes to find the
optimum solution by solving
( 1)
Where XI is the non-texture part, xh is the self-similar
structure and Xn is the noisy part. IIV'XIII is the total
I
variation of Xl .
Because it needs too many bases to represent the
noisy part, it combines the self-similar structure and the
noisy part xn together as the texture part in order to get
sparse representation. Furthermore, during the kernel H
learning process, it is unsupervised by principal
component analysis (PCA), so it is more suitable to get the
clusters with similar sub-texture.
The decomposing process is as follows: assign each
pixel a cluster sign to get the pixels clustering by mixture
of probabilistic principal component analysis (MPPCA),

and sign the map ffJ by maxlmlzmg the conditional
probability. Then make a coarse estimation of xh
by TV _II decomposition at certain J.l . For each f/J; , collect
the neighborhood samplers signed by f/J; from Xh , and
compute the sub-kernel Hi by PCA. Separate XI and Xh
from X by TV _II decomposition at A." , and separate
X from Xh by basis pursuit using Hi' Set X = X - X' then
separate XI and Xh from X by TV _II decomposition
'
at A.n• Set Xn = Xh' Xh = x , XI = XI , sign XI as non-texture
and Xh + Xn as the texture part. Segment each sub-texture
according to the map ffJ. So we can obtain two images of
its texture part and non-texture part.
2.2 Peak transform-based interpolation
Peak Transform is proposed firstly by He in [6] for image
compression. Given two functions gl (I), g2(t) defmed
over intervals [/., /2] and [/3, /4] with 12 </3 ' making
special connection of these two functions yields a new
function g(/) .

g(/)

=

{

Ie [/., 12]

gl(/)

g2(t)-g2(tJ+gl(/2) Ie [/2, /2 +/4-/3]

(2)

We denote this connecting operation by
(3)
Physically, g(/) is obtained by connecting two functions
with proper shifting operations.
So we can get the N-Point peak transform (PT) as
follows:

ho (I) = gl (I)V g3 (I) v ...... v g2'L<N-I)/2+IJ(/)
he (I ) = g2(/)V g4(/) v ...... v g2tN/2J(/)
h(/)

=

ho (/) v he (I)

(4)
(5)
(6)

h(/) is the connections of all odd and even numbered
functions, respectively. It can be seen that the PT only
changes the order of the functions and is reversible as
Figure 2 shows. The inverse PT transform can be done by
re-connecting the functions according to their original
order. Let 1; = Ii -/H . In inverse PT, the original
function g(/) is constructed as follows:
g(/)

=

gl (I)V g2 (I) v ...... v gN (I)

(7)
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is even

(9)
Although the PT and inverse PT are defmed for
continuous-functions, they can be also applied for images.
We can simply treat each row or column of pixels as a
function segment with applying PT to reorder the
positions of the pixels and get a new image with our
intention.

location A is chosen as peak. So we can get a peak map
for an image. With the map, we can obtain the signal
segments. We re-connect the odd segments and the even
segments respectively. After joining the two parts, we
implement the peak transform for discrete signals.
To realize the interpolation (assuming the original
image's size is N x N), we first apply the peak transform
with the peak map to an image for each row, and
interpolate the unknown pixel with its two neighbors,
namely horizontal interpolation. Then we perform the
inverse PT to it, we get the interpolated image with size
N x 2N . Now we are ready for each column which is the
same operation as the rows, we call it vertical
interpolation. Finally we get the interpolated image
( 2N x 2N ). It should be noted that when the inverse PT is
performed with the peak map, due to the up-sampling its
peak locations T become T = 2A .
2.3 Backprojecting for post-processing
The PT-based interpolation just contains horizontal and
vertical operation. It isn't sufficient enough to estimate the
high-frequency details especially with the directional
information. So we explore an iterative algorithm [8] to
increase the image resolution. It works as follows: starting
with an initial high-resolution image. Its process is
simulated to obtain a set of low-resolution image
corresponding to the observed input image. The
differences between these two ones are calculated, and
used to improve the initial image by back-projecting each
value. This process is repeated iteratively to minimize the
differences.

Fig.2. Example ofPT: top is the original function, bottom is the function

3. RESULTS

through peak transform. The process is reversible.

As the above describes, the nature of PT is joining
two function segments with proper shifting operations.
Through the shifting, it moves the segments which have
the same trend (ascending or descending) together. So the
transformed function is much smoother than the original
one. With the discrete-time signals, through the PT, we
want to reset the point data at the high-frequency pixels
and make the high-frequency pixels as neighborhoods.
When interpolating with the neighborhood pixels, the
interpolated pixel's value is close to the neighborhood
pixels (high frequency) so it can preserve the details in the
texture part.
To successfully design an interpolation based on PT,
the following problems should be addressed: where are
the re- joined points and how to find them. So we should
first find the original signal breakpoints correctly. In this
application, we want to preserve the image's texture, so
we need to get the points at the high-frequency location,
namely peak. To do this, we can apply a high-pass filter to
the original data. If the signal's response absolute value is
greater than the threshold (j (generally (j =8) [9], the

TABLE I
PSNR COMPARISON OF IMAGE INTERPOLATION ALGORITHMS

Image Interpolation Algorithm
Test Image
Bicubic

NEDI

Proposed

Barbara

24.6512

22.0474

25.0857

Lena

33.9487

33.7100

33.8326

Baboon

22.4666

22.5553

23.0461

Boat

29.2491

29.0808

29.2089

Cameraman

25.4550

25.4435

25.7708

Hair

40.5526

39.4527

40.6336
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number is set as 6. The principal component number is set
as 16. We make a comparison among the proposed
method, bicubic and NEDI. Table 1 gives the PSNRs (db)
generated by these algorithms for the test images. Through
the result, we can get that the proposed method improves
the PSNR of image with many fme-grained details and the
visual image quality. There is a very good reconstruction
of the texture especially. In Figure 3, we can get that the
images interpolated by the proposed method preserve the
details( the red mark) in Boat and Cameraman better.
4.

Low-resolution image

Low-resolution image

CONLUSION

This paper introduces a novel image interpolation scheme.
The interpolation is based on the image decomposition
into a non-texture part and a texture part. We interpolate
the non-texture part with bicubic, and interpolate the other
part with PT interpolation. Compose these two parts, and
then an iterative algorithm is used to improve its
resolution. The new approach demonstrates that it
improves both the PSNR and the visual image quality.
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